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In Hungary, the opinion prevails that "our country" never had a feminist 
movement because feminism runs contrary to "our" traditions. Hungarian 
men behave like gentlemen toward their honoured ladies whereas Hungar-
ian women enjoy this noble treatment while being satisfied with centering 
their life around the family. This essentialist view of gender roles which 
is based on their natural distribution still prevails in Hungary. It also 
claims that social inequalities between the sexes are not to be considered 
as such since they are the result of biological differences. Feminism as a 
social movement is therefore considered as a brutal attack on respected 
traditions and nature. Emancipation, on the other hand, is also regarded as 
a remnant from the deeply hated communist past. Even though women 
were officially granted equality under communism, in reality they had to 
live with the double burden of a paid job and care for the family. 

My research interest in Hungarian feminism goes back to the 
early 1990s. I was trying to find out why there were no feminist move-
ments in Hungary. The reply I kept receiving was that "feminism ran 
contrary to our traditions" and that our country had more important 
problems to solve. Even though in my university courses we were not 
told much about women's movements, a vague knowledge about the turn 
of the century suffrage movements was transmitted. Unfortunately, 
historians whom I approached for more information on this subject told 
me that there was no such movement in Hungary or that there was a 
small group too insignificant to be mentioned. I came across publications 
which support the same idea: if there was an insignificant feminist 
movement at the turn of the century in Hungary it should certainly not be 
considered part of mainstream Hungarian history.1 



My subsequent research of archival materials revealed quite the 
opposite as I came across a rich and unpublished collection of documents 
about turn of the century Hungarian feminism. At least two of the largest 
public libraries in Budapest have the full collection of the monthly 
periodical A no es a tarsadalom [Woman and Society], later called A no 
[The Woman], which was published for over a decade starting in 1907. 
The largest archives in Budapest have the legal documents about the 
formation, budget and goals of the Feministak egyesiilete [Association of 
Feminists] founded in 1904. The correspondence of feminists is also 
available many of whom enjoyed an international reputation. Rozsika 
Schwimmer's name is very well known at the International Women's 
Archives in Amsterdam. A few photos show her visiting conferences in 
different countries. Her letters, diaries and other personal archive materials 
are kept at the New York Public Library. 

In order to understand better the historical roots of turn-of-the-
century Hungary's women's movement, I went further in my research of a 
Hungarian feminist past. As far back as 1790, a petition was handed to 
the National Gathering of Hungarian noblemen, an equivalent of today's 
Parliament. (It is important to remember here that Mary Wollstonecraft 
published her often cited Vindication of the Rights of Women in England 
two years later.) The petition was written "in the name of Hungarian 
mothers" by a man, Peter Barany.2 It contained more modest demands 
than Wollstonecraft's text: it was addressed to the most respected noble-
men with the request to allow noble women's participation in the sessions 
of the Gathering as spectators. Like Wollstonecraft, Barany argued that if 
women were better educated in politics, they would be better patriots and 
hence better educators of their sons. This will also be one of the key 
arguments in women's emancipatory endeavours regarding their education 
or inclusion in public, political, and cultural life in the 19th century. 

As far as women's legal status is concerned, another common 
belief prevails: Hungarian law favoured women in the past. Women of 
nobility had indeed been given the responsibility to run estates. Some 
historians interpret this fact as if women had enjoyed equal rights since in 
certain cases women who inherited land did become feudal landowners. 
Yet they forget to mention that it was only possible if the given family 
had no male members who could own the estate; it was of crucial impor-
tance that the family fortune not get divided.3 



Hungarian history also mentions a few famous women from the 
past who were known and respected for their patriotic deeds or as 
mothers of famous kings and/or war heroes, such as Ilona Zrinyi. These 
women are regarded as symbolic figures of women's glory yet again only 
in the service of the fatherland. 

By contrast, women writers who emerged in the 1820s because 
they wanted to have their voice heard in public were not at all respected 
the same way but became the focus of a huge public debate instead. 
Whereas the mid-19th century saw the emergence of a relatively respected 
women's literature in Western Europe (Jane Austen, Mary Godwin or 
Mme de Stael), the first article ever published by a woman in a Hungar-
ian "scholarly" journal in 1822 resulted in huge disapproval.4 The debate 
whether women could take part in cultural and scientific life went on for 
decades. Questions were raised whether it was not against nature and 
God's will that women write, engage in any type of intellectual work or 
should be educated at all.5 

Education was the next important milestone in women's history. 
When the idea to open secondary schools for women was finally accepted 
in the second half of the 19th century, there was still no consensus 
regarding the curriculum. Defenders of the traditional values wanted to 
limit the range of subjects taught to girls to household skills, child-
rearing, and possibly languages and art. A very important year in the fight 
for women's emancipation in the field of education was 1895 when a bill 
was passed allowing women access to the faculties of philosophy, 
medicine and pharmacy. Very soon, however, in a span of less than ten 
years, the pressure coming from conservative deans and professors 
resulted in limiting the number of female students.6 These restrictions 
were among the main reasons why feminists thought that time had come 
to get organized. 

By the time the feminists formed as a group in Hungary, they 
could already build upon an almost century long tradition of women's 
organizing. The earliest reported women's organization, the Pesti Jotekony 
Noegylet [Pester Women's Charitable Society] was founded in 1817 in 
Pest. It was followed by a large number of similar groups and by the end 
of the 19th century the estimated number of women's organizations was 
around 800.7 Very few among these groups had any political claims; 
when they did, it was either around the question of women's education or 
women's access to occupational fields from which they had been previ-
ously excluded. The largest organization which was to defend working 



women's interests was the Notisztviselok Orszdgos Egyesiilete [National 
Federation of Women Clerical Workers], Women members of the Social 
Democratic movement also tended to be activist in the 1910s. 

The first feminist organization in Budapest was the above-
mentioned Feministak egyesiilete which was part of the International 
Women's Suffrage Alliance. The Association had local groups in 28 
towns all over the country. The Association's members came from 
different backgrounds, even though their leaders were from the middle-
classes. Their professional backgrounds were diverse: teachers, intellectu-
als, white-collar workers, upper middle-class housewives, but also factory 
workers. Their most active period were the years before World War I; 
later they joined the pacifist movement. This became the reason why the 
post-war conservative government associated their activities with leftist 
organizations (e.g. the social-democratic women's movement) and made 
their work impossible to carry on. The leaders of the Association left the 
country. These included Rozsika Bedy-Schwimmer who continued to 
work as a peace activist and died in New York. After World War II, the 
Association was founded again in 1946 and existed for three years until 
Hungary's communist authorities banned it, together with hundreds of 
other civic organizations.8 

The Association's primary aim during the decade before World 
War I was to campaign for women's suffrage. In the Hungary of the 
times the citizenry's voting rights were governed by legislation that had 
been passed in 1848. These laws were rather out-of-date by the begin-
ning of the twentieth century. Not surprisingly, in 1905, 1908 and 1912, 
partly due to the Association's lobbying efforts, new legislation was 
drafted and placed before Parliament where it was debated. Because of 
prevailing conservative sentiments, however, these reform bills were not 
passed, despite the fact that the feminists had supporters outside the 
feminist community, including (after 1910) the organization known as the 
Ferfiliga a nok valasztojogaert [Men's League for Women's Suffrage] 
formed in that year. The decade before 1914 constituted the zenith of the 
women's suffrage movement in Hungary. 

In spite of their political aims, the feminists claimed to be inde-
pendent from party politics and emphasized their tolerance of different 
values and trends within their ranks, such as religion vs. atheism, for in-
stance.9 According to the contemporary press, feminism was a widely 
discussed issue. Feminists were well known in public life, not only for 
their activism and street demonstrations but even more so for the large 



number of public events they organized: discussions, meetings, lectures by 
foreign celebrities, concerts, exhibitions. The significance of the organi-
zation can also be illustrated by the fact that in 1913, the 7th Congress of 
the International Women's Suffrage Alliance was held in Budapest. 

To help women with their everyday problems, the Association of 
Feminists set up an office where several thousand women were reported 
to have sought help in occupational, educational, legal or personal 
matters. According to contemporary correspondence and applications by 
feminists to the City Council of Budapest, the city administration sup-
ported feminist activism not only morally but also financially. The fact 
that the City Council maintained a good, constructive relationship with 
the feminists contradicts those interpretations which claim feminism has 
always been met with hostility and had no support or understanding. This 
co-operation with the City Council was very significant for the realization 
of feminist initiatives. One good example is the foundation of the first 
day care centres for children which were set up thanks to the feminists' 
active contribution with their expertise.10 

Publications by feminist authors, other than the monthly periodi-
cal, contributed to the rise of public awareness and understanding about 
women's demands in the changing social framework. Feminists had some 
important books by western feminist writers translated.11 At the same 
time, they published works in which they offered an analysis of society, 
of the individual's socialization, a critique of marriage or women's work 
from a feminist point of view (e.g. Szidonia Willhelm, Sarolta Geocze, or 
their male colleagues, Andor Maday and Geza Kenedi). These early 
feminist publications did formulate an alternative point of view to the 
essentialism of their age. In their texts we find arguments that can be 
interpreted as early versions of the definition of the difference between 
sex and gender.12 The feminists refused the idea that the characteristics 
which were attributed to women of their time were of biological origin. 
They also refused to take traditional roles for granted. The significance of 
these writings was that they challenged contemporary images of what a 
woman could be. In this way their achievement was the creation of an 
image of the "modern woman," the woman of the 20th century.13 It is 
important for us feminist activists today to connect to this vibrant feminist 
tradition that existed in our country a century ago and to build upon its 
ideas as a foundation for social change and gender equality in the present. 



NOTES 

This article is a revised and expanded version of a paper that had been presented 
at a conference on "Feminist Practice and Theory: East, West" in St. Petersburg, 
Russia, sponsored by the St. Petersburg Centre for Gender Studies in May of 
1995. Since that time Hungarian interest in the subject has increased as evi-
denced by the writings on feminist topics of such authors as Anna Borgos, Agnes 
Horvath, Maria M. Kovacs, Andrea Peto and Susan Zimmermann. The most 
prominent among these writings is probably the latter's Die bessere Halfte? 
Frauenbewegung und Frauenbestrebungen im Ungarn der Habsburgermonarchie 
1848-1918 (Budapest: Promedia and Napvilag, 1999). Editors' note: The editors 
wish to thank Lee Davis Creal for editorial comments on a draft of this paper. 
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